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We offer a wide selection of paving blocks and terrace slabs, with 
which you can easily design your dream terrace and a functional 
driveway. Thanks to the wide portfolio of walls, edges and palisa-
des, stylistically and coloristically adapted to the surface, we will 
make garden landscape design the jewel of your property. 

We also offer various types of gravel for preparing the subbase as 
well as decorative aggregate, which is becoming more and more 
popular among investors.
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HOME SURROUNDINGS IN YOUR OWN STYLE



PERLON® LAmINO®

pAVING bLOckS WILL ALWAyS 
LOOk AS GOOD AS NEW



keeping the driveway 
clean is easier than ever before

maximal protection, lasting refinementperlon® lamino®

Concrete blocks and slabs are the most commonly used material in the areas around the 

house and in the garden, but if you want the surfaces look good and do not get them dirty, 

you should choose concrete products that are protected with a protective layer that pre-

vents dirt from penetrating and helps keep the surface clean. Well-protected slabs, even 

at the production stage are covered with special coatings that form an insulation layer. 

Such a protective layer is provided to BRUK-BET® paving blocks and slabs, which make use 

of the Perlon® LAMINO® protection system. 

With surfaces so protected, it is much easier to remove 

tough stains made with food products, or even grease 

and oil, not to mention traces of sticked chewing gum. 

Next generation Lamino paving blocks feature para-

meters exceeding the standard requirements for pa-

ving slabs and blocks.



typical stains 
on pavings

protection characteristics of 
perlon® lamino®
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Perlon® Lamino® protection consists in coating the surface at the stage of production 

with suitable agents of modified resins with planned physical and functional proper-

ties. The main goal of effective protection against dirt is to create an insulating layer 

preventing the penetration of dirt into the concrete structure, as well as the migra-

tion of efflorescence from concrete to its surface. In this case “concrete breathing” 

is negligible, as it is not a wall material but a flooring material. Surfaces provided with 

BRUK-BET® protection after rainfalls show the beading effect (shaping drops). They 

meet standard requirements for slip resistance.

The LAMINO® surface protection index defines 

three levels of dirt resistance: LAMINO® 1,

LAMINO® 3 and LAMINO® 5.

Perlon®  LAMINO® 5 protection - beading effect on the surface. 

Dirt remains outside the surface, it does not penetrate into closed 

capillary pores.

UV

150 bar

C

protection against Uv radiation

redUction of dirt penetration

protection against lime efflorescence

resistance to moss and algae

possibility of cleaning with a high-pressUre washer

stability and color enhancement

resistance to frost and high temperatUres



the lamino® sUrface protection index 
defines three levels of dirt resistance

lamino 1 lamino 3 lamino 5

LAMINO 1 as impregnation at the pro-

duction stage provides good protection 

against dirt. Capillary pores in concrete 

are closed to a limited extent, and per-

meability is still preserved. Surfaces gain 

also color reinforcement. Dirt should be 

removed as soon as possible. The impre-

gnating effect reduces over time, and it 

can be restored after approx. 3 years by 

impregnation of the used surface with the 

BRUK-BET® Lamino Renovator.

LAMINO 3 features a very good protection 

against dirt and green lichens, as pores are 

largely closed and dirt cannot penetrate 

so quickly. This gives you more time to 

wash or brush with soap and warm water 

before the stains appear.. The permeabi-

lity of water vapor is still preserved. Pro-

tected surfaces are less susceptible to ef-

florescence, more resistant to scratches, 

have enhanced color stability and frost 

resistance, as well as wear resistance. 

They show a characteristic discreet gloss. 

The protective effect decreases over time 

to a small extent, but it can be restored 

by re-coating the surface being in use for 

a period of approx. 5 years with the BRUK

-BET® Lamino Renovator.

LAMINO 5 provides the optimal protection 

of the surface against dirt. All pores in the 

surface layer are closed and filled, whereas 

the visible surface is covered with coating 

with a thickness of several dozen microme-

ters, that is with coating with several layers 

of protective agents. Sealed surfaces have 

a gloss level appropriately planned for the 

nature of products. Even the most tough 

dirt is easy to be completely removed, even 

after longer exposure. The surfaces do not 

generally require maintenance during use. 

After washing they look as good as new. Ho-

wever, it is recommended to renovate them 

after a period of approx. 10 years of use and 

to repair them after the deep damage of 

surface with BRUK-BET® Lamino Renovator.

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

COLOR-MIX METALIC COLOR MICROTEC RUSTICAL

Surfaces with protection of  Perlon® lamino® 5



Surfaces of terraces should provide communication 
functionality, ease of cleaning and meet the criteria 
of aesthetic adjustment to the façade of the house. 
The selection of appropriate staircase components, 
vertical building products and flower pots also play 
the important role.

YOUR DREAm TERRACE
Backyard terraces connect the house with the gar-
den. More and more modern designs take a way of 
building houses so that the building shell also includes 
an element opening the living space to the outside. It 
is about a terrace that is used for relaxation, not only 
in spring and summer seasons, but also when the cold 
weather prevails outside.

Terrace 
slabs



Terrace slabs are best built with the dry method, without the need 

to fix the slabs to the concrete base. Slabs This method is cost

-effective and it ensures that after some time the slabs will not 

come away and fall off due to the changing weather conditions, 

as it is often the case with glued slabs. Another recommended 

method of building a terrace is installation of slabs on adjustable 

system supports. It is an easy technology that can also be used by 

amateur DIY enthusiasts.  

More information on building methods is available on the website

www.bruk-bet.pl



40x40 80x40

80x80 60x60

TERRAcE SLAbS

ROmANTICA®

ColoR

TyPe of SURfaCeS

MeTalIC ColoR ColoR-MIx®LAMINO
®

PERLON®

Both the intensity and the angle of sunlight make it possible 
to rediscover the charm of changing mirror shades and color 
changes in the Romantica® terrace pavements. They delight 
us with their beauty in a discrete manner at any time of day 
- in the morning, at midday, at dusk, lit by terrace lamps or 
by the stars. The unique pearly finish Metalic Color as well 
as the revolutionary Perlon® Lamino® protection system will 
make the terrace arrangements become an object of delight 
for guests, while the owners will use them for a long period 
of time.

THICKNESS 4 Cm





TERRAcE SLAbS

ARCHITECT®

40x40 80x40

80x80 60x60

MUlTIGRaN®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

MeTalIC ColoR ColoR-MaxLAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

Simplicity,  elegance,  minimalism  –  three  words  which  cha-
racterize the Architect slabs and open the door  to  the  world  
of  stylish  arrangements.  The  raw  form  in combination 
with the extremely well-thought-out color range, drawing on 
the wealth of nature and consisting of six types of finishing, 
make the Residence slabs an elaborate proposition for the 
terrace and the garden zone where every detail matters.

THICKNESS 4 Cm





TERRAcE SLAbS

PORCELITO®

40x40 80x40

60x6080x80

RUSTICal

TyPe of SURfaCeS

TeRaZZo TeRaTeCLAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

Porcelito® terrace slabs are produced in rectangular formats 
of 80x80, 80x40, 60x60 and 40x40 cm and ground colour 
Terazzo®, Teratec® and Rustical® finishes. Resistance to per-
manent soiling is provided by the Perlon® Lamino® surface 
protection system. The slabs do not require a concrete base, 
they can be installed on a soil subbase as a „terrace on grade” 
or on terrace slab supports.

THICKNESS 2 Cm / 3 Cm

ColoR





TERRAcE SLAbS

TRAWERTYN

TyPe of SURfaCeS

RealIT

Trawertyn slab is a faithful reconstruction of naturally occu-
rring travertine rock. Smooth cut-like surfaces revealing the 
porous structure in the shape of streaked irregular grooves 
as well as carefully selected colors make it practically indi-
stinguishable from natural travertine. They are characterized 
by elegance and exceptional charm. Trawertyn slab is perfect 
for house patios as well as swimming pool beaches.

THICKNESS 4 Cm

90x60

PACKAGE

60x60 30x60 30x30



120x90

90x60 45x4560x60 30x60

90x90 45x90 22,5x90



TERRAcE SLAbS

DESKA OGRODOWA

TyPe of SURfaCeS

RealIT

This is a unique offer for everyone who values the noble be-
auty and elegance of natural wood. As a perfect concrete 
imitation of wood boards, Deska Ogrodowa will not only add 
stylish character to garden designs but also eliminate the 
trouble associated with surface maintenance and keeping 
it clean. Carefully selected colors and accurate imitation 
of wood texture combined with its raw finish make Deska 
Ogrodowa hardly distinguishable from the natural prototype.

THICKNESS 4 Cm

120x30

90x30 60x30

120x22,5

90x22,5 67,5x22,5





property. This choice means creating the flagship of 
the residents! Backyard driveway is the most exploited 
space around the house, which, apart from practical 
aspects, also plays an aesthetic role – it makes the 
showcase of the property. We place on it high opera-
tional demands related to the road vehicle traffic, re-
sistance to bad weather, and we expect an interesting 

TRENDY SLABS IN XL FORmAT
The driveway made of concrete slabs in XL format is 
the most desirable direction among investors. There is 
a number of reasons. These are not only functional 
features of the material, related to resistance to va-
rious weather conditions or harmful external factors. 
First of all, this is a guarantee of creating a coherent, 
trendy design, completely suited to the nature of the 

paving 
slabs Xl



look that will be cherry on top of the surroundings. 
Among trends, a clear emphasis on the individuali-
zation of designs can be noticed, which in the case 
of driveways may involve, for example, the use of dif-
ferent formats of concrete slabs and the creation of 
interesting patterns that will break the uniform plane.

Due to the large weight of large-format paving slabs, their in-

stallation should be carried out using vacuum paving grippers. 

Grippers enable working fast and ensure accuracy in laying the 

components on the even surface. Bruk-Bet offers a service of 

renting vacuum grippers for paving companies for implemen-

tation of investments. Depending on the size and weight of the 

paving slabs, the grippers are equipped with arms to facilitate 

manual stacking and with a holder for suspending the set under 

construction equipment like a mini-excavator or crane.

More information on building methods is available on the website

www.bruk-bet.pl



pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

NOVATOR® SOLO THICKNESS 8 Cm

RUSTICal

ColoR-MIx ColoR-Max

TyPe of SURfaCeS

MeTalIC-ColoR MICRoTeCLAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

Formats, colors and type of finishing of Novator® slabs are 
a response to the ever-growing popularity of modern sty-
le in architecture. A large selection of elements from small 
20x20 cm to large-sized 80x80 cm slabs allow to create with 
them rhythmic row or Romanesque arrangements, which 
will decorate the driveway and the front zone of every 
property. Thanks to the universal aesthetics that combines 
tradition with modernity and a rich palette of colors, No-
vator® surfaces will become a stylish complement to both 
classic and modernistic building shapes.



100x100 90x90 80x80

90x60 80x40 50x20

40x20 30x20

60x30100x50



pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

NOVATOR® PIANO

ColoR

TyPe of SURfaCeS

ColoR-MIx MICRoTeC

The formats, the colors and the type of finishing of the new 
Novator® Piano slabs are a response to the growing popula-
rity of the modernistic style in architecture. Smooth surfa-
ces in gray and beige colors, geometric shapes in the form 
of timeless squares and rectangles as well as the regular 
grid of joints additionally emphasize the minimalist design 
of the house driveway and the pavement in the urban space.

60x30 45x30 30x30

THICKNESS 8 Cm





pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

NOVATOR® FORTE

TyPe of SURfaCeS

ColoR-MIx RUSTICal

Novator® Forte is a set of paving slabs with unique polished 
surfaces Rustical® jetted surfaces that enable the develop-
ment and arrangement of modern surfaces. A small modu-
le of slabs looks great on driveways and pedestrian paths 
around buildings and in the garden. The colors of slabs in 
shades of gray and beige correspond to the current trends 
of modernist architecture.

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

40x20 30x20 20x20

LAMINO
®

PERLON®

THICKNESS 8 Cm





pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

VISIO®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

This paving stone is enchanting due to the simplicity of 
shapes contained in a framework of classic compositions. 
Using square and rectangular modular elements of the 
VISIO system, you can successfully create different pave-
ment patterns that will animate the space in the garden 
and around your house. The joints separating individual 
elements from each other add character to the seemin-
gly gentle surface. This paving stone is perfect for wal-
king paths and driveways. It is resistant to damage and 
dirt resulting from everyday use.

THICKNESS 6 Cm

ColoR-MIx

30x30 15x30 15x15





pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

ROmALIT® THICKNESS 8 Cm

TyPe of SURfaCeS

ColoR-MIx

Carefully composed Romalit® collection allows for a num-
ber of design solutions for driveways and heavily used ro-
utes around the house. The sets of 8-cm thick slabs include 
four sizes of modular elements, enabling beautiful arran-
gements in rows as well as in Romanesque style. The basic 
module dimension is 22.5 cm. Romalit® series is a combina-
tion of tradition and modernity. These slabs have a gentle 
texture resembling flamed granite, non-beveled edges and 
interlocking characteristic for the Novator® system.

67,5x45 45x45

45x22,5 22,5x22,5

LAMINO
®

PERLON®





pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

CONCERTO THICKNESS 6 Cm

TyPe of SURfaCeS

Concerto® paving stones are a system of elegant stones 
with the contours of rectangles and squares. The surfaces 
of individual elements resemble fractured shale, while ac-
cidental arrangements of stones create surfaces of char-
ming and at the same time harmonious and transparent 
nature. Concerto® paving stones can be laid in rows and in 
winding manner while remembering to maintain the width 
of arrangements that must be equal to the multiplication 
of the basic module.

ColoR-MIx ColoR

35,9x26,9 26,9x26,9

26,9x17,9 17,9x17,9 26,9x8,9 17,9x8,9 8,9x8,9





pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

KONTUR® THICKNESS 6 Cm / 8 Cm

TyPe of SURfaCeS

Beautiful shape, carefully finished edges with charmingly 
waived structure but also various top surfaces - are the 
essence of Kontur collection. Rhythmical arrangements 
in rows and wide, irregular net of joints contribute to the 
exceptional similarity to natural stones. Kontur® surfaces 
are recognized by all of those, who appreciate traditional 
beauty of natural paving stones.

ColoR-MIx

ColoR

MUlTIGRaN

20,9x13,9 17,4x13,9 13,9x13,9 10,4x13,9

ColoR-MIx





pAVING SLAbS AND STONES

SYmFONIA® THICKNESS 6 Cm

TyPe of SURfaCeS

Two formats of rectangular and square paving stones 
(four stones 10x10 cm, two stones 10x20 cm, four stones 
20x20 cm and two stones 20x30 cm) provide a wide range 
of regular, Romanesque and modular compositions.
Symfonia® paving stones highlight the beauty of unveiled 
fine-grained precious aggregates, such as marble or qu-
artz. They are available in a variety of subtle pastel colors 
and the colors of clinker brick.

30x20 20x20 20x10 10x10

MeTalIC-ColoRLAMINO
®

PERLON®



pALISADE

UNI SPLIT®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

Chopped faces, mélange color patterns and the contact 
setup system make Uni Split Palisades a perfect propo-
sal for erecting landscaping structures. They can separate 
pedestrian areas, stabilize the edges of paving stone sur-
faces or serve as a decorative finish of elegant and stylish 
stairs.

Format [cm]

15x15x120
15x15x100
10x15x80
10x15x60
10x15x40
10x15x30

UNI SPlIT



pALISADE

NOSTALIT®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

NOSTALIT® PALISADES have rounded edges and corners. 
These elements are used in separating walls, structures 
that strengthen slopes and hillsides, high flowerbeds, fen-
ces separating the property, playgrounds, parking lots as 
well as edgings of various areas, stairs and downhill drive-
ways and paths.

MoNo-ColoR

Format [cm]

18x12x60
18x12x80
18x18x100
18x18x120



pALISADE

mEANDER®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

Connecting palisade with the diameter of 200 mm has 
a circular cross-section with partial indentation with 
the same radius. The resulting tongue-and-groove joint 
provides a particular dry connection that allows for the 
transfer of large lateral loads. These properties are also 
preserved in arched arrangements. The internal axial 
cavities significantly improve the ease of laying and 
strength of the structure.

MoNo-ColoR

Format [cm]

20x17,5x60
20x17,5x80
20x17,5x100
20x17,5x120



WALLS AND fENcES

GALANT UNI SPLIT®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

The Uni-Split® system of concrete fences is composed of blocks 
for fence posts chopped from four sides as well as blocks for 
fence bases with a double-sided chopping pattern. Both types 
of blocks are in the size 40x20x20 cm and have 10x10 mm be-
veling forming the joints. The section fence is usually used as 
the front representative fencing of the property. Also, there is a 
possibility of creating smooth transitions from a section fence 
to a full wall in various situations, including privacy curtains.

UNI SPlIT

DOUbLE-SIDED SpLITTING

fOUR-SIDED SpLITTING

40x20x20

40x20x20



STAIR STEpS

BAZA®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

The Baza block steps are a traditional staircase, often arran-
ged in combination with paving stones in the Color-Mix and 
Color colors. They are used everywhere where different levels 
of paving surfaces occur. 100x35x15

ColoR-MIx ColoR



STAIR STEpS

UNI SPLIT®

TyPe of SURfaCeS

UNI SPLIT® stair blocks look perfect with UNI SPLIT® palisa-
des, brick and garden blocks. With its large-size elements, 
this system allows you to build stairs very quickly.

UNI SPlIT

100x35x15 50x35x15





www.bruk-bet.pl

BRUK-BET® SP. Z O.O.
NIEcIEczA 199
33-240 ŻAbNO

e-mail:
biuro@bruk-bet.pl

helpline:
801 209 047


